Magnetotactic bacteria contain chains of magnetically interacting crystals (magnetosome crystals), which they use for navigation (magnetotaxis). To improve magnetotaxis efficiency, the magnetosome crystals (usually magnetite or greigite in composition) should be magnetically stable single-domain (SSD) particles. Smaller single-domain particles become magnetically unstable owing to thermal fluctuations and are termed superparamagnetic (SP). Previous calculations for the SSD/SP threshold size or blocking volume did not include the contribution of magnetic interactions. In this study, the blocking volume has been calculated as a function of grain elongation and separation for chains of identical magnetite grains. The inclusion of magnetic interactions was found to decrease the blocking volume, thereby increasing the range of SSD behaviour. Combining the results with previously published calculations for the SSD to multidomain threshold size in chains of magnetite reveals that interactions significantly increase the SSD range. We argue that chains of interacting magnetosome crystals found in magnetotactic bacteria have used this effect to improve magnetotaxis.
INTRODUCTION
Magnetotactic bacteria contain chains of magnetic crystals (magnetosome crystals) made usually of magnetite (Fe 3 O 4 ) and occasionally of greigite (Fe 3 S 4 ). As the primary purpose of these magnetosome crystals is thought to be for navigation (magnetotaxis), natural selection should ensure that the magnetosome crystals provide a strong magnetic signal to maximize their efficiency (Kopp & Kirschvink 2008) . The magnetic state that best exhibits this quality is the stable singledomain (SSD) state. The magnetic state of a crystal is strongly dependent on both size and shape. Although very small grains are single domain (SD) sensu stricto, they are no longer magnetically stable owing to thermal agitation and display superparamagnetic (SP) behaviour. Larger grains above the SD threshold size nucleate complex non-uniform or multidomain (MD) structures, which leads to inefficient magnetotaxis.
The critical sizes for the SSD range are also of interest to other scientists including material scientists and Earth scientists, because SSD grains display the highest recording fidelity, and because the easily identified magnetic characteristics of SSD grains are useful indicators of grain size.
In a much-cited paper, Butler & Banerjee (1975) calculated both the SP to SSD critical size and the SD to MD critical size, as functions of the grain-elongation axial ratio (AR; short axis/long axis or width/length) for individual parallelepiped magnetite crystals. As geologists, they were interested in magnetite owing to its natural abundance in rocks and its large spontaneous magnetization (M S ).
The analytically determined critical-size estimates of Butler & Banerjee (1975) have been refined through the application of Brown's (1963) numerical micromagnetic equations to the problem. Both the SP to SSD transition size ( Winklhofer et al. 1997; Muxworthy et al. 2003) and the SD to MD transition size (e.g. Fabian et al. 1996; Newell & Merrill 1999; Witt et al. 2005; ) have been re-examined for individual grains.
It is common to assess the domain state of magnetosome crystals by plotting their length versus AR against the domain-state phase diagrams (Thomas-Keprta et al. 2000) . By determining the SSD to MD critical-size calculations for magnetostatically interacting chains of elongated magnetite grains, demonstrated that it is flawed to compare such observations with boundaries derived for individual magnetosome crystals, because magnetosome crystals nearly always occur in magnetostatically interacting *Author for correspondence (adrian.muxworthy@imperial.ac.uk).
chains. showed that magnetostatic interaction fields are sufficient to cause the largest observed magnetosome crystals found in living bacteria (length of 250 nm (ARZ0.84); Lins et al. 2005) to be in an SSD state; without magnetostatic interactions, they would be in an MD state having a far lower magnetotaxis efficiency. The fossil record produces one exception; Schumann et al. (2008) report a spearhead-like magnetosome-crystal magnetite fossil up to 4000 nm in length (ARw0.4).
Most of the magnetosome crystals reported in the literature are in the size range of 35-120 nm (Bazylinski & Frankel 2004) , and are above the SP/SSD threshold size for individual grains of cubic magnetite, i.e. 25-30 nm (Dunlop & Ö zdemir 1997) , yet there are still reports of magnetosome crystals that plot well within the SP region; for example Arató et al. (2005) reported magnetosome crystals less than 20 nm in length.
Are these small magnetosome crystals really behaving in a SP manner, or do magnetic interactions reduce the SP/SSD boundary? Studies examining other magnetic problems have shown that interactions lower the SP/SSD boundary (Muxworthy 2001) . In this paper, we address this issue of the contribution of magnetic interactions to the SP/SSD threshold size for chains of magnetosome crystals.
We use a numerical model to quantify the effect of interactions. We model interacting elongated parallelepipeds as an approximation to magnetosome crystals. For individual grains, parallelepipeds have been shown to yield slightly lower estimates for the SSD/MD threshold size than numerical estimates for more magnetosome-like morphologies (Witt et al. 2005 ), yet the differences are small compared with the effect of magnetic interactions . Exact quantification of these differences is not possible as the absolute values for the SSD/MD threshold size for individual parallelepipeds determined by Witt et al. (2005) are less than those of . In fact, the parallelepiped threshold predictions of are closer to the magnetosome-like morphology threshold-size predictions of Witt et al. (2005) than to the latter's predictions for parallelepipeds. This difference between the two model predictions for parallelepipeds is most likely because Witt et al. (2005) used a conjugate-gradient (CG) rather than dynamic numerical solver as used by ; fast CG solvers are now generally considered to produce less robust solutions than dynamic solvers (Suess et al. 2002) .
THE MAGNETIC INTERACTION FIELDS IN THERMALLY ACTIVATED SD SYSTEMS
In systems of interacting SD grains, both SP and SSD grains contribute to the interaction field. The magnetic interaction field generated by an SSD grain is constant during the rotation of a neighbouring interacting SP or SSD grain. This makes it possible to treat magnetic interaction fields due to SSD grains as effectively static (Spinu & Stancu 1998) . The effect of magnetostatic interactions due to SSD grains is to increase/decrease the H K , the (micro)coercive force of a crystal, by the interaction field, GH S (Dunlop & West 1969) . For SP grains, the situation is more complicated. The behaviour of a magnetic assembly of SP particles falls into one of three regimes depending on the interparticle interactions (Dormann et al. 1997 ): (i) pure SP (non-interacting case), (ii) a SP state modified by interactions, and (iii) a collective state. The properties of state (iii), called the glass collective state (Dormann et al. 1999) , are close to those of spin glasses showing a phase transition. This state is presently not fully understood and there is no analytical model for the collective state. However, for the purposes of this model, it is necessary to consider only state (ii), an SP state modified by magnetostatic interactions.
For the interaction regime, near the blocking volume or temperature where relaxation is important in the system, the interaction field due to SP grains fluctuates at a high rate. These dynamic interactions are qualitatively different from static ones. Dynamic systems are not in thermodynamic equilibrium and hence cannot be directly modelled using Boltzmann statistics. Several approaches have been developed to address this problem (Dormann et al. 1988 ). These models show that the effect of interactions due to SP grains is to increase the relaxation time t m , given by Néel (1949) t m Z t n expðKEg=kTÞ ð 2:1Þ by increasing the energy barrier E B ZE A (where E A is the anisotropy energy barrier), by an amount E int , i.e. E B ZE A CE int , where k is Boltzmann's constant; T is the temperature; and t 0 is the atomic reorganization time (approx. 10 K9 ) (Worm 1998) . The relaxation time t m can be a few nanoseconds for laboratory experiments to gigayears for geological samples.
For an SD assemblage with both dynamic SP and static SSD interactions, the standard blocking volume, v b , is modified from the non-interacting case, given by Dunlop & Ö zdemir (1997) 
to the interacting one (Muxworthy 2001) ,
where m 0 is the permeability of free space.
BLOCKING VOLUME FOR A CHAIN OF IDENTICAL GRAINS: A MODEL FOR MAGNETOSOME CRYSTALS
For an SD assemblage with a distribution of grain volumes, it is necessary to calculate both E int and H S (Muxworthy 2001) . However, equation (2.1) can be simplified for chains of interacting identical SD grains. If the assumption is made that every grain is either blocked or unblocked, i.e. all the particles including the end grains exhibit identical behaviour, then the blocking volume is simply the case where the magnetostatic interaction fields alone, i.e. E int h0, are sufficient to overcome the thermal fluctuation fields.
The chains of grains just below the blocking volume will not display true SP behaviour but will still be in a dynamic, magnetically unstable state. Consider the following scenario: if the grains unblock, then E int will increase causing blocking, yet upon blocking the magnetostatic interaction field will not be strong enough to keep the chain blocked, and the chain will unblock, and so on. Hence, a chain of identical grains will constantly block and unblock, making the chain magnetically unstable and effectively SP in behaviour. Therefore, all that is required to find the blocking volume of a chain of identical grains is the value of H S , such that H K GH S overcomes thermal fluctuations.
There are two methods of determining H K GH S : (i) calculate H K analytically and determine H S numerically for a chain of interacting parallelepipeds or (ii) determine the coercive force H C (ZH K GH S ) numerically for a chain of interacting parallelepipeds. The first approach will yield slightly higher H C estimates, as it essentially estimates the switching field of one particle in a 'magnetically static' interacting chain, whereas the second method allows for more complex mechanisms of chain reversal such as fanning (Kneller 1969) . We consider the second approach in this paper.
The micromagnetic algorithm
To determine H C through magnetic hysteresis simulation, we have implemented an identical combination micromagnetic algorithm, which we have previously used (Muxworthy & Williams 2004 Williams et al. 2006) . The program is a finite-difference model that divides the magnetic structure into a number of sub-cubes. Each sub-cube represents the averaged magnetization direction of many hundreds of atomic magnetic dipole moments. The orientation of each sub-cube can vary.
The approach combines both a minimum energy CG algorithm (Williams & Dunlop 1989 ) and a dynamic algorithm, which follows the torque of a magnetic moment according to the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation (Suess et al. 2002) . The reasoning behind this approach is that the dynamic algorithm gives the more rigorous solution since the magnetization between stable states must follow a physically reasonable path dictated by the LLG equation of motion, yet it is relatively slow compared with the CG method. In this combination algorithm, we use the CG algorithm to rapidly generate an initial guess for the magnetic structure, by minimizing the total magnetic energy, which is the sum of the exchange energy, the magnetostatic energy and the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy (Brown 1963) . The solution is then put into the dynamic solver. This increases the efficiency of the algorithm by roughly an order of magnitude compared with the dynamic solver alone. This combined method produces a more robust solution, because it minimizes the torque on each magnetic moment. The CG method by itself only minimizes the total energy. The dynamic solver produces lower energy states than the CG algorithm alone. We use fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) to calculate the magnetostatic energy, which allows the high resolution needed to examine arrays of interacting grains.
In our calculation of H C , we considered chains with various spacings from non-interacting grains (sZN) to touching grains with a spacing/length ratio sZ0.0, where the length is the long axis of the parallelepipeds. The model includes both magnetite's cubic magnetocrystalline anisotropy and a 'shape anisotropy', which is calculated in the magnetostatic energy term.
Determining the coercive force for a chain of magnetite magnetosome crystals
In addition to magnetic interactions, chain length, grain elongation and intrinsic magnetocrystalline anisotropy, the coercive force H C for a chain of magnetosome crystals depends on the field angle with respect to the chain-length extension, grain elongation and magnetocrystalline anisotropy orientation. The problem is simplified for magnetosome crystals as grain elongation and chain-length extension are Interactions and magnetosome size A. R. Muxworthy and W. Williams aligned. In addition, we consider only the two extreme cases of crystal orientation, i.e. the crystallographic h1 1 1i and h1 0 0i axes aligned with the chain. The two orientations are the easy and hard magnetocrystalline anisotropy axes, respectively. Magnetite magnetosomecrystal chains are commonly observed to align along the h1 1 1i axis (Kopp 2007) .
To determine the coercive force H C , first, we need to determine the minimum chain length required to remove chain-length dependency of H C . In figure 1 , we plot H C versus chain length for chains of touching, symmetrical grains (ARZ1) with both the magnetocrystalline anisotropy h1 1 1i and h1 0 0i orientations aligned along the chain length. For both configurations, above a chain length of 7, H C becomes independent of the chain length. For the rest of the calculations in this paper, a chain length of 7 was used. Aligning the cubic magnetocrystalline easy-axis anisotropy with the chain length enhances H C .
Second, we must also consider the field angle with respect to the chain length. In figure 2 , H C is seen to be highly dependent on the magnetic field angle with respect to the chain orientation, for chains of touching cubic grains (ARZ1) for both the magnetocrystalline anisotropy h1 1 1i and h1 0 0i configurations. However, to determine the blocking volume, it is not necessary to integrate over a distribution of orientations, as we are only interested in determining the size of the energy barrier (or H C ) to be overcome by scalar thermal fluctuations. Therefore, we need only consider switching between the zero-field easy-axis positions, that is, for interacting chains with the magnetization aligned along the chain; we need only consider a field angle of 08 (figure 2).
The blocking volume was determined using equation (2.3) for magnetite with t m Z60 s and plotted against grain volume (figure 3) by, first, numerically calculating H C for a range of ARs and grain spacings. For the non-interacting case, i.e. sZ/N, v b decreases with increasing elongation (decreasing AR). This is in agreement with previous calculations (Butler & Banerjee 1975; Winklhofer et al. 1997) . Aligning the magnetocrystalline easy axis with the chain length (h1 1 1i configuration; figure 3a ) increases H C and, hence, decreases v b with respect to the hard-axis alignment configuration (h1 0 0i; figure 3b). Interactions and magnetosome size A. R. Muxworthy and W. Williams In all the interacting models, H S (equation (2.3)) was positive. Generally, for systems with two-and threedimensional magnetostatic interaction fields, H S is negative (Muxworthy & Williams 2004) , but here it is positive because the particles are in a chain producing a linear interaction field. Positive magnetostatic interactions effectively increase H C , resulting in a reduction of v b (figure 3), i.e. interactions decrease the SP to SSD transition boundary. As the degree of interaction increases, v b decreases, this effect being most pronounced for high AR.
For comparison, v b was determined for both t m Z1 ms and 4 Gyr (figure 4). As was shown by Butler & Banerjee (1975) for individual grains, increasing the relaxation time results in an increase in the blocking volume. The longer time scale was chosen for geologists who are interested in magnetic stabilities over the age of the Earth and the Solar System, and the shorter as an extreme case to demonstrate variability in t m .
CONCLUSIONS
Combining the results of this study with that of , it is possible to display critical-size ranges for chains of interacting elongated SD grains, in addition to individual elongated SD grains (figure 5).
The interactions both decrease the SP to SSD transition size for chains of SD grains and increase the SSD to MD transition size, significantly expanding the SSD range. For example, for ARZ1 and t m Z60 s, the non-interacting SSD range is 17 nm!length! 73 nm, which increases to 12 nm!length!198 nm for chains of touching grains.
The range of magnetite-bearing magnetosomecrystal sizes for living bacteria varies from a maximum length of 250 nm (ARZ0.84) to lengths of less than 20 nm ( Taylor & Barry 2004; Arató et al. 2005; Lins et al. 2005) , though the majority lie between 35 and 120 nm (Bazylinski & Frankel 2004) in length. Comparing the domain-state phase diagram (figure 5) with the published observational data, we suggest that magnetotactic bacteria have used magnetic interactions for magnetosome-crystal size optimization.
There is one exception, which is found in the fossil record (Schumann et al. 2008) . Schumann et al. (2008) observed spearhead-like magnetosome-crystal fossil up to 4000 nm in length (ARw0.4) in sediments ca 55.6 Myr old. According to figure 5, these magnetosome crystals should reside in a MD state. Generally, however, owing to the increased magnetic stability of magnetosome-crystal chains, the magnetic signal carried by fossil magnetotactic bacteria will be highly stable and geologically reliable.
A. R. M. is funded by the Royal Society. Combining the work from this study for the SP to SSD limit (t m Z60 s and the chain aligned in the h1 1 1i configuration) with the models of for the SD to MD transition size. Using the format of Butler & Banerjee (1975) , length (long axis) rather than volume is plotted versus AR for various grain spacings/length ratios. The use of the length makes for easier comparison with Butler & Banerjee (1975) , but the figure is a little more complicated to understand, because, on moving horizontally across the figure, the volume of the grains changes, i.e. there is a change in both shape and volume contributing to the critical boundaries. Hence, the blocking size appears to go up with elongation, unlike in figures 3 and 4. For non-interacting grains, there is a range of grain sizes marked by d min and d max , where both SD and MD domain states are possible.
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